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2 6 75 Years of Q 'WildlifeTexas Inspiration tin Focus: A
Since 1942, we've shared 'the Photo Essay
invigorating influence of the
out-of-doors.'
by Mary-Love Bigony

In this photo contest,
nature's the star.

A' Operation:Ponderosa
Can the Davis
Mountains' majestic
pines be saved?
by Laylan Copelin

4 * TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE

ON THE COVER:

Using magazine covers from
the past 75 years, our art team
assembled this mosaic based
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THE OUTDOOR MAGAZINE OF TEXAS
IT'S LONG BEEN A STAPLE cif Texas

fishing and hunting camps living

rooms and waitirg rocms, libraries

and classrooms. l-'s usually not hard

to spot - the dramatic sce-iery and

imagery on the front and a small stack

of well-thumbed pages within. The

accompanying prose will sweep you

right in anc take you to places you

wish you were or, perhaps just as

likely, have never been.

Spanning 75 years and multiple generaticns, it has

been a source of wonder to budding and expert outdoor

enthusiasts alike, a badly needed balm and lose of home

for those displaced from it, and an artesian well of

information for anyone interested in the life, history and

story of our home ground. If you are a hunter, camper,

angler, birder, boater, kayaker, naturalist, rancher,

steward, historian, citizen scientist, conservationist

mountain biker, photographer or anyon? at all inclined

toward anything outdoors, you have uniouotedly rEad it

from cover to cover.

I am :alkinc about, of course, what is in your hands

now - Texas Parks & Wilihfe magazine.

For me, I have my beloved late grandmother to thank

for the -ntroduction. A farm girl from over .n Be.l County,

she loved nothing more than seeing he: grandson embrace

the outdoors and, when it was time :o be indoors, absorb

himself in the pages of Naiional Geograp ic, Audubon and his

favorite. Texas Parks & Witdlife magazine.
Around age 8 or 9, I started receiving her magazine

copies in the mail. When that bulging manila envelope

arrived with her telltale script on the outside, I'd rip it

open and read the magazine from cover to cover. With its

stunning photos of wild critters ar.d far-flung places and

great stories on state parks and ou:doo: adventures, I ate

it up, word by word, picture by picture, article by article,

again and again. Even today when I see the magazine grace

my desk, the first thing I tink of is my grandmother and

how much she loved its photos and its prose.

My first two research papers, if you can call such

things :n junior high, were based in nc srr.all part

on articles I had read from the TF&W magazir.e. One

was about the perils of the imperiled ocelot, a cat my

grandparents would tell me aocut from their -rips to the

wilds of deep South Texas. The other was on the flora of

the Big Thicket, a seemingly inexhaustible array of plant

life anc forms from the e=ologira. crossroads of Texas.

When I left Texas for school and for work, -his

magazine is what kept me connected :o home. And even

today, when I need something to pick me up and inspire

me to do and see more across cur fine state, I look no
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further than the pages of this magazine.
This year our eminently talented magazine team

embarks upon its 75th an iversary of taking readers

outside to discover Texas' at-idarnt natural and cultural
bounty anc to learn alout the important conservation

issues confronting our Lome ground. As Mary-Love Bigony

writes in an accompanying article on :he magazine's

fascinating origins and history, it is a milestone long in the
making, achieved by an unwavering fccus on sharing the

best of Texas outdoors from tip to tip.
As has been its tradition and hallmark since its

inceptIon. the TPE-. magazine team will continue to take
our s:gna:ure publication to new and different heights in
storytelling. How bes on? improve upon a timeless classic,
you may ask? WE'-: leave :hat to them, so read it and see!

Thanks for caring about our wild things and wild
places. They neec you now more than ever.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2017 * 9
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How in the world Could y'all possibly have made such a list of

10 fishing parks ("10 Parks to Catch a Whopper," October 2016)

and no: have Lake Tawakoni State Park on the list?

It is Iccated on Lake Tawakoni, after all, which is the catfish capital of
Texas. SJr2ly this list was made by a Texan? Enjoy the magazine. Keep up the
good work.

HOMER BUSCH

Wills Point

I apfrciate everything TPWD does
for our state, and ycur magazine.
However I would like to comment on a
short w~iueup about Fairfield Lake State
Park ("10 Parks to Catch a Whopper,"
October 2016).

Fairfield Lake State Park is a real
-reasure. However. the park no
onger has the red drum prominence
it once had. Yes, there are still catfish
and bass caught from tie lake but
seldom -Ed drum. The ish kills in
years past have killed off most of
the red 3:um, and the state has not
stocked the lake s.ncE 2011. During
the winter months prior to 2011 the
lake was a busy place with many
guides and private fishermen flocking
to take a:m at experiencing the rod-
bending and drag-screaming red
drum monsters. Nowadays the guides
no longer book that lake, and private
folks like myself seldom venture to
the lake.

I do wish the state would consider

stocking Fairfield with red
work to return the lake to
status as the go-to lake for
in Texas. If not Fairfield, th
consider another power pla
the North Texas region.

I am one of the people s
Dr. Duke's flying emergen
("The Hanging of Red Duk
2016). In October 2012 I h
ruptured aneurysm at wo
transported to an ancillar
It was determined to send
Houston's Memorial Herm
saved my life even though
little trouble. My husband
saw "Red" Duke in the caf
while I was in the hospital
days. I will be forever gra
treatment I received.

drum and
its prior

Send your letters to
Texas Parks CTWildlife magazine
4200 Smith School Road
Austin, TX 78744

We reserve the right to edit letters for
length and clarity.

M mogozine@tpwdtexas.gov

In focebook.com/tpwmagazine

O twitter.com/tpwmagazine

Sinstogrom.com/tpwmagazine

www.tpwmagozine.com

HARMING THE E
Thank you for the article "Expanding

the Flower Gardens" In the August/
September 2016 issue. I think it is a
great idea to build a shelter for aquatic
life, but I don't think it is a good idea to
let people go sightseeing in it.

There has been deterioration in reefs
due to people using sunscreen that
harms the reef. Also if people touch
the coral, the oil from their hands will
harm it. Sightseers could also touch the
wildlife and potentially harm them.

GARRETT HACKER

Plano

red drum 'O . -, . 1.7K
en please I have kept a particular issue of
nt lake in Texas Parks & Wildlife for a long time

because I didn't want to ruin the spirit
EARL ATNIP of a well-written story, but I think a

Plano correction of a statement should be
noted. It was in the November 2015
issue, the article on carrier pigeons.

aved by It stated, "In the span of a couple of
cy room hours, a pigeon could deliver the report
:e," October and return again, saving the busy
ad a oilman valuable time in the field."
rk and was I raised and flew homing pigeons for
y hospital. many years as a young man, and the
I me to part of the story I found to be in error
ann. They was the statement about the birds being

I have a able to make a "round trip."
actually You can't whisper in their ear, "Go

feteria to 121 Main St. in Waxahachie," and
l for 20 expect them to go there. Wherever you
teful for the release them, they only know how to go

back home.
CYNTHIA MARTINEZ

Waelder
LARRY BORNE

Fort Worth
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO US! Hold on to your hats as we
kick off a year of celebration, culminating in December with
the 75th anniversary of everyone's favorite magazine about

the Texas outdoors (and the longest-running magazine in Texas).

Today's Texas Parks & Wildlife magazine team feels blessed to guide

this publication into this landmark year. In one corner of our office

stands a tall bookcase filled with dusty tomes. Each one of those
volumes contains a year of magazine issues - the oldest so fragile

and yellowed we handle them with reverence like ancient icons.

We've spent countless hours with those treasured books spread across

our conference table, tagging our favorite bits, hooting over pop
culture changes and marveling at how much has stayed the same.

We've added some special love to this issue. While at first glance,

the wraparound cover appears to be two bucks in silhouette, a

closer look reveals that the entire image is constructed of Texas

Parks & Wildlife magazine covers. When our art team unveiled their

second effort - a chronologically arranged view of every cover -

we decided to make that poster our centerfold.

Who better to help us communicate the rich magazine history

in this celebratory issue than two longtime staffers who raised

the standards of this publication to the levels we work hard to

maintain today? Former Managing Editor Mary-Love Bigony (27

years here) tells us the story of the believers who took a bold step

by starting this magazine in 1942 to keep America a "pleasanter"

place to live when the soldiers came home. Former Editor David

Baxter (21 years) looks into the life of the magazine's beloved cover

artist, Orville Rice.

Our 75th anniversary fun will continue all year long, including a

special scrapbook with bits of nostalgic fun from every era of this
historic publication. We've got a major surprise planned for the big

December 2017 issue - we're keeping it a secret, but rest assured,

it's like nothing we've ever done before! And don't forget to watch

the special magazine episode on the Texas Parks & Wildlife PBS show

the week of February 5-11.

We can't kick off our big anniversary year without expressing

our gratitude to all who assist our dedicated team each and every

day: all our support at TPWD, our talented freelance writers and

photographers, our generous advertisers and, of course - best of all -
the grandest audience, our loyal readers. Thank you!

Louie Bond, Editor

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2017 * 11



NEWS

Start It Off Right With a New Year's Hike

IT'S EASY TO GET THOSE "ge

5 -

t healthier" New Year's Eve, night hikes, birdirgi hikes,
resolutions off to a good start with a fun
First Day Hike in a-exas state park. It's the
seventh year for Texas to participate in the
growing program, a national effort to get
more Americans ou-side.

Last year, 80 Texas state parks hosted
a total of"16 First Day Hike events, with
3,048 par-icipants covering more than
6,500 mi es as they walked, ran, paddled,
pedaled and swam across parks all over
the state Events irc ude nature and
history h <es, bike rdes, runs, a Polar
Plunge (at Balmorhea), midnight hikes on

hikes for tots, hikes with dogs, scaverger
hunt and geocache hikes and a trail ride.

"What a tremendous statement t was
for folks all over to come fo-ward and say
with their actions that getting ou-side and
using their parks is a priority for them,"
says Brent Leisure, state pa-ks director,
of last year's turnout. "First Day Hikes
has solidified as a signature even: -hat is
gaining momentum as a New Year's Day
tradition in Texas."

To find a First Day Hike near you, visit
texasstateparks.org/firstdayhikes. *

in what has become an annual tUatuio
dozens of Texas state parks wil kick off
he newyear with First Day Hike=

Passport to Texas is your guide to the¬ -eat
Texas outdoors Any time you tune in, y .'lI
remember why you love Texas.
Go to www.passporttatexas.org
to find a station near you that airs p 2
the series. .sil

JAN. 1-7:
racking bat disease;

w Midlife watchdogs;
honoring an angler.

JAN. 8-14:
Moving bees; Aruncc
cane co -rol; wind
energy and wildly fe.

JAN. 15-21:
Bee searcher; wind
energy on the coast; Blue
Mountain wildflowers.

JAN. 22-28:
Dundee fish hatchery;
squirrel hunting;
reclaiming the
Colorado River.

JAN. 29-FEB. 4:
Hiking dogs; mobile
storytellers, protecting
paddlefish.

FEB. 5-11:
75 years of the outdoor
magazine of Texas;
cover artist; outdoor
photographs.

FEB. 12-18:
cntrolled burns;

blue sucker survey;
east vistas.

FEB. 19-25:
Kangaroo rats;
LEJ's legacy; state
park ambassadors;
Galveston Island.

FEB. 26-MARCH 4:
Bobcats in the city;
Harkins Ranch
refocuses; coastal birds

TEXAS
PAP.KS .&

WILDL=
-T' E A ¬S

S'rORPNN
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Better

Fish ing in
Brazos

bird from landorlake.A number of local guides will get

OU up close and personal to these very soccre Lake Conroe

Vror=all=to spring, thewaters=of2, ar k oRod
arenoxe o h saswell a Bald Eagle and Osp'eYwihRd

Breasted N~uthatch and fienr~ds taking up resident' on shores.

TEXAS

paylnCisitConro
Order your Birding & Visitors Guides today.

Basins
y,

I
VANO

THANKS TO A COLLABORATION
between TPWD, Brazos River Authority
and others, new enhancements tc
improve habitat for a variety of fish
species are now in place at La;<e
Granbury, Possurr Kingdom Lake
aid Proctor Lake. Improveme its
li<e "crappie condos" are designed to
p-ovide better fishing opportLnities;
artificial strictures made of recycled
p astics and natural structures made of
recycled bamboo and Christmas trees
have been put in place.

"These habitat Enhancement
projects will offer improved areas for
spawning aid feeding and p -ovide
cover from predators to help fish
grow to ma-urity'" says Brian Van Zee
of TPWD's inland fisheries.

Anglers can find more infcrmation
about thesE habitat projects
including GF'S coo-dinates ard
maps depic-ing the locations of the
projects, at www.tpwd.texos.g v/
fishattroctor *

V

SU N

Texas lane trusts conserve natural areas and waterways-
working in -artnership with private landowners and citizens

just like ycu-to preserve Texas for future generations.

Will you do your part to help conserve the
-ands we love and the water we depend on?

DONATE TODAY AT conservetexasland.org

4'
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0 PARK PICK
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ALONG
THE RIVER
One of the state's earliest parKs, Blcnco
becons with historic CCC structures.

BY KATE BOYSEN

VISITORS FLOCK TO BLANCO STATE PARK in :he warm
summer months to enjoy the cr:I, spring-fed waters,
but w-at is there to do once the :emperatures drop?
The :rees might be bare, the wazer chilly and :he air
crisp, :ut you'll ind plenty to explore beyonc the
banks of the Blanco during the w nter months.

14 x TEXAS PARKS & WILDLFE
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Pictured from top: The Blanco River

cascades cver a dam built by the Ci.ilian
Conservation Corps. The Corps built Blanco
State Park s roads, bridges, picnic tables,
pavilion and other facilities from 1933 to 1934

Blanco State Park was just the seventh
state park in Texas. Meandering though

the 105-acre park, the river showcases
limestone terraces, majestic bald cypress
trees and our state's Civilian Conservation
Corps (CCC) history.

Blanco was one of the first parks
in Texas tc receive a company of CIC
enrollees. ompany 854 built the park's
roads, two dams, bridges, campsites and
other facilities in just 11 short months
from 1933 to1934. The park designers

took their inspiration from the landscape.
Limestone helps the structures blend in
with the surrounding area and gives the
impression that they might be growing
from the river's rocky banks.

The central built feature of the park is
the open-air pavilion. The native stone
and timbers make the building look right
at home on the hillside. The pavilion
can be rented for events or reunions
throughout the year. Below the pavilion
is one of the CCC-built dams that creates
cascading falls and summer water fun.
Visitors en oy other features throughout
the park, including stone picnic tables,
benches and grills.

Explore :he park further and yoL will
find two signature CCC designs unique
to Blanco: the stone chair and the bang
table. The stone chair is a hidden gem
that originally commanded expansive
views over the park and river. Toda, you
can take a guided hike with a park ranger
to discover the seat hidden by oaks,
junipers and cedar elms. The long table
sits on the west end of the park in a grove
of pecan trees with a great view of -he
river and limestone terraces. The table is

an impressive 70 feet long, making it the
longest CCC-built stone table in Texas.
Reserve the table for your next large
group evert.

When the winter doldrums begin,
remember an adventure awaits you at
Blanco State Park. The park sits in the
Texas Hill Country, only an hour's drive
from San Antonio and Austin.join a park
ranger on a hike or explore the CCC-
built structures on your own. For more

information, call (830) 833-4333 or go to
tpwd.texas.gov/blanco. *
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REMEMBER THE OLD Roadrunner cartoon, where
Wile E. Coyote constantly tried to capture his speedy
nemesis? I laughed at their antics, but I always felt bad
for the coyote as he failed time after time. [Mly parents

assured me that coyotes manage very well in the real
world and aren't subject to constant tormen-.

Coyotes once primarily lived ir
western prairie: and deserts but now
roam forests, rrountai-is and even
busy cities. In 180L Lewis and Clark

encountered the species in present-Jay
South Dakota. Ensure of what it was,
they named it "rairie wolf." The name
"coyote" derived from :he Aztec word
coyotl, used by Spa ish settlers wheri
they arrived in America. Its Latin name,
Canis lotrons, mean; "barking dog."

Coyotes are cuite the survivors.
They've lived in Nc:th America for
more than a million years; in that time,
they learned :o adap: to changing
environments and overcame many

efforts aimed a- their elimination. In

Texas, coyotes havs slowly filled -he
void left by wclhes, with more existing
here than in any other state.

For years, coyotes have been the

center of contrcver y. Sheep grower;

and hunters do iot appreciate the
threat they pose tc their flocks or to
wild game. In a- effort to eradicate
this threat, more than 17,000 coyotes
were killed in Texas in 2014. Howeve-,
their wariness and adaptability make

them as difficult tc bring down as the
roadrunner in the cartoon.

Actually, their primary food source
is neither sheep nor deer. Coyotes

feed on mice, squirrel:, rabbits,
groundhogs, frogs, I zards, snakes,
frui: and more. Unlike Wile E. Coyote,

who would devise hundreds o- plans
to cat:h Roadrunner, coyotes can be
lazy, Lsually not interested in working
too hard to get their meals. They also
prefer to use natural caves or old

an'rnal dens fora hcrr e rather than
diggi-g up their own der.

S nilar in size to a :e-man shepherd,
coyo es are 32 to 37 i iches long not
includ ngtail, and weig-: 25 to 50 pouncs.
They can live for as lon= as 14 years,
althoLgh many don't make it past four
years of age. Litter size va-ies from five to

six pups to as high as -2 tc 16 pups.
Coyotes form strong family groups

and are considered monogamous,

mean ng pairs rema n :ogethe- for
nume-ous years. Whei a coyote pup
leaves the family it typically relocates
abort five to 10 miles away, but
occasionally one wil slay behind to

help raise a new litter of pups.
With the exception of ~Vile E. Coyote,

coyotes are extremely intelligent
animals with keen senses of hearing,
sight and smell. Their serse of survival

and opportunistic nature have

allowed them to thrive in a rapidly

chaig ng environment ,*

T KETIME
TO COAST!

4$

FEBRUARY 23-26, 2017

Port Fransas
& MUSITAN([ IS [AND
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Ancient rock ouillworh grows in Enchanted Rock's vernal pools. BY ANNA STRONG

IF YOU'VE EVER EXPLORED ENCHANTED ROCK, yoJ've seen puddles in the granite called vernal pools.

Inside these ittle magical microhabitats grows a grassy-looking plant called rock quillwcr*. One-

quarter of the world's population of this plant can be found on the Hill Country's iconic pirk domes.

0- 1.-1

iIv
H "

Dlants in the quilIwort family are most closely related -o the

spikemosses and clubmoss=-;. Like ferns, these g-oups re roduce

by spores and spore-bearing structures, called sporangia.
Quillworts may have first appeared in the Jurassic Perioc. but

they likely evolved from pla-ts in the much earlier Devonian
Period (the Age of Fish), some 420 million to 350 millior years
ago. These very early forms :f quillworts were tree-like and were

a major part of the plant matter in coal swamps, tie ecosystem

that later provided us with :oal.
The early appearance of : jillwort likely resulted in its present

worldwide distribution. By --ie Jurassic, the supercontinent
Pangaea was starting to break apart into what tc uld evEntually

become the seven continent we know today. l: is likely
that early quillwort was distributed throughoLt Dangaea As
landmasses broke away, ea:h part of the large- mass retained a

quillwort population.
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COMMON NAME
Rock quil'wort

SCIENTIFIC NAME
Isoetes lithophila

SIZE
Up to 4.5 inches tall

DID YOU HNOW?
Vernal pools contain several tiny

water-dwelling species that, like rock

quillwort, ore generally absent f-om

the drier surrounding landscape

The quillwort we see today is much

smaller than its coal-forming relatives.
Most quillwort is confused with blades of

grass or overlooked entirely. Their simple
appearance consists of above-ground
leaves with below-ground sporangia
and roots. In fact, most of the identifying
characteristics reside underground in

the sporangia. Some plants require
magnification to definitively identify them.

Rock qu Ilwort (Isoetes lithophilc) is
confined to those seasonal vernal pools
of water on top of granite and gneiss
outcrops ir the Llano Uplift. The species
name lithophila translates to "stone"
(litho) "loving" (phil). Rock quillwort
was first ccllected in Texas in 1914 and
subsequently named in 1922. It is known
from only about 10 populations in four
counties in Texas, making it one of-he
rarer plants in the state.

Although rock quillwort produces
spores in the late winter and spring, it
can also dc so after heavy rainfall a:
other times of the year. The species is
drought de:iduous and dies back vhen
the small pools of water dry up. Wren
the plant is present, it is typically the

most abundant one, so it's likely no: very
tolerant of :ompetition. Although li-tle is
known about its ability to disperse, other
quillworts are thought to disperse by
wind or water.

Much is still to be learned about -he

biology of tiis plant. At this time, most
of the work with rock quillwort involves

searching for new populations and

revisiting known populations. Hopefully,
these efforts will help maintain this

unassuming and tenacious plant for

another few million years. *
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U PICTURE THIS

Lunar photography provides its own set of special challenges.

THROUGHOUT THE AGES, a rising full moon -Es Typica
ca:egori

captivated lovers, poets ard artists as the epitome photogrz

of rorr ance - or a harbinger of evil. Whether cr iot itself -t
it's true that things get crazy during a full moon, t is a details a

second t
certainty that a full moon will draw photographers out include-

(and vIil often drive them crazyfrom not gettiigthe andscaF
C y g g te-restri

photo they envisioned of that lumrinous orb). Let's
the obje
close-up

luiar pr-
a camer

BY EARL NOTTINGHAM

ally, there are two general
es to fall into when
aphing the moon. The first is to
ake a close-up photo of the moon
-illing the frame anc showing the
nd texture of the surface. The
(and more of a challenge) is to
-he moon as part of an overall
e photograph that includes
il objects in the foreground.
tart with the first situation when
ctive is just to get a good detailed
of the moon. Althc ugh serious

otcgraphy is typica ly done via
a adapted to a telescope, it is
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possible to get detailed images wi-h a
typical DLSR or mirrorless digital camera.
Here are tie basic ingredients needed:

" A clear and dark night sky with full
moon.

- Camera with manual exposure settings.
- Tripod.
- Long lens (300-600mm range).
" Cable release or delayed shutter.

One of the biggest disappointments
of moon photography is that the
moon doesn't appear as big in the final
photograph as was expected. Although
a rising moon appears large to the
human eye, it still needs quite a bit of
magnification to fill a camera frame. Even
with a 60Cmm focal length equivalent
lens, you still may need to crop the image.
A byprodu:t of a long lens's magnification
is vibratior - hence the need for a tripod
and cable release or delayed shutter.

Another disappointment comes when
trying to properly expose for the moon.
What often results is a white blob against
a black sky, which usually happens
when using automatic or programmed
exposure modes on most cameras. The
key is to set the shutter speed and-/stop
independeitly.A good rule of thumb and
starting po nt for exposure is to select a
shutter speed that is equivalent (or close)
to your ISO and then set the apertu-e to
f/li. For example, with an ISO setting of
125 you would set your shutter speed
at 1/125th cf a second at f/il. With ISO
400 it wou d be 1/400th at f/il. From
those starting points you can vary your
exposures on either side of that initial
setting (called bracketing). Because of the
moon's intensity, there is really no reason
to shoot at nigh ISOs. A range of ISO 100-
200 should be plenty.

Whereas photographing the moon
against a black night sky is mostly a
technical exercise, photographing it closer
to twilight as part of an earthly landscape
adds the artistic/romantic components.
Whether the foreground includes rivers,
trees or mountains, these elements give
the viewer the sense of depth and space
- as well as a sense of awe.

The ingredients for a good full moon

photo in a landscape setting a-e similar to
the previous setup:

" Camera with manual settings.
" Lens with focal length greater than

100mm.
" Tripod.
- Cable release or delayed shutter.

You will notice that the lens length in
this situation is not as long as when trying
to get a close-up of the moon's sphere.
However, it is a compromise between
trying to magnify the moon as much as
possible and including as much of the
landscape as needed. It is very easy to
render a rising moon as just a small dot,
especially when using a wide-angle or
even a normal focal-length lens. A focal
length of100mm is a good starting point,
but longer is better.

The key to a great image witi a rising
moon is the proper ratio of exposure
between the moon's luminance and that
of the landscape it is rising abo e. The
goal is that sweet spot where the moon's
details can be seen as well as those of the
surrounding area.

Too often we may get a good exposure
of the moon but the land has gone black,
yielding only a silhouette. Generally, the
day immediately preceding the full moon
will give just enough ambient daylight to
balance with the luminosity of the rising
moon. There are only a few minutes of
time to achieve this balance. You may find
that on the day of the actual full moon the
surroundings have gone too dark relative
to the moon. But all is not lost. This is the
prime time for shooting urban settings
with city lights against the moon. *

DJI MAVIC PRO
- Folds down to the size of a water oottleE
- 4K U trc HD Stabilized Camera
- OcuSyn: Transmission System - [ive Feed
- Fly father with no bumps and scrapes

SPREL:ISION
CERTIFIED

W SLLTRAD!
WE GIVE YOU CASH FOR YOUR G EAR

with Mancj Lea: May 25th-28th I $399
More lifo at:
precision-cDmera.com/west-texas-ex:ursiol

PRECISION
.. NCAMERA & VIDEO

www.precision-camera.ccm
2438 W Anderson Lane - Austin, Tx 78757

(512) 467-7676 1 (800) 677-1023
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New Erainfels Mayor Barron Casteel meets me at the Landa Park Golf Course

clubhouse on a sunny day. A partner at the law practice of Casteel & Cas-eel, he

belongs to the New Braunfels Chamber of Commerce Blue Coats and the Elks Lodge

and se-yes on the Wurstfest board. Casteel, wife Michele and their sons James

Carter. 12, and Hudson, 7, play sports, camp, hunt, fish, float the river, ride bikes and

otherwise take full advantage of outdoor life in this pleasant burg.

:ame fcr a visit so Casteel could show me how

that's cone, New Braunfels style.

Lzke mine, many visits to New Braunfels start at

Landa ?rk. which turned 80 last year. The math
takes you back to 1936 and the Great Depression,

Casteel points out, yet despite those hard rimes

the community passed a bond election to buy the

parklan-, which had been purchased in 1860 by

marcha-t Joseph Landa. Their investment looks very

wise today these 128 acres take in Comal Springs

- seven large and dozens of smaller springs that

together form the Comal River, one of the country's

shortest rivers at about 2 miles - as well as a

swimming pool filled by the springs, picric facilities,
giant oak trees, trails, a miniature train, paddleboats,

an arboretum and the aforementioned golf course.

Landa Park may be best known, however, for

"toobing" - floating downstream on an inflatable

tube. Landa Falls, an outfitter in the park claims

to offer the longest float on the Comal, the Casteel
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family's favorit

hours to float tc

in the Schlitterl

air-conditioned

toobers to retur

As a kid Cast
the Guada

he recalls

tube" - t

Lake Dun

"That f]
and when

have a bar

recalls. "R

obviously
family lif
is still my

has a lot

U, UO

dupe

"lift
o his
lap, so
loat to

we f

rbecu

ivers

were

e. The

y favor

of sm

e. It takes a couple of
o the Riverbahn exit,

bahn complex, where

shuttle buses peck up

'n them to Landa Falls.

teel floated mostly on

- whose cold waters,

you right out of your
family's home near

south of Interstate 35.

ook about three hours,
inished, Dad would

e going for us," he

in this community

a big part of my

e upper Guadalupe

rite place to tube. It
all rapids, waterfalls

Lake spillway for the first Time,
peaking at a rate of roughly 67,000

cubic feet per second - far exceeding

the river's typical 350 cubic feet
per second. The water flowed for

six weeks, carrying away enough

debris to cover a football field 30

feet high and creating a gorge 45 feet
deep and more than a mile long out

of 109-million-year-old Glen Rose
limestone. Casteel recalls walking in

it once the waters receded, amazed at

the transformation.

The Gorge Preservation Society

formed and began offering guided

tours, showing people tracks of

an Acrocanthosaurus (an early
Cretaceous-era predator dinosaur),

mayor's family is Christmas at the

Caverns, which includes a Christmas

village, a maze and hayrides on the

grounds and caroling inside the

caverns. Year-round guided tours

wind about three-quarters of a mile

and 180 feet deep, through several

large chambers and impressive
formations. No one even knew

the caverns existed until college

spelunkers discovered them in 1960.

Near the caverns, Bracken

Cave boasts the world's largest

concentration of mammals - female

Mexican free-tailed bats that arrive

in March to raise their babies.

They emerge every night to feed on

insects throughout the summer.

- . 'tey, , t yp
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* Mayor Barron Casteel on the yanks

of the Comal River

* Comal County Courthouse

* The Gorge below Canyon Lake

* The Landa Park miniature train

and cliffs, and the water just dances
across the rocks."

The mayor also grew up spending
time at his grandparents' place
along the Guadalupe below Canyon
Lake, created in the 1960s to control
flooding. In 2002, he drove a four-
wheel-drive Suburban across what
was nothing more than a small
creek at the time but became a
raging torrent a few weeks later. An
estimated 34 inches of rain in one
week sent water over the Canyon

springs, waterfalls and pools

occupied by fish and tadpoles.
The Gorge also revealed an

unmistakable crack in the earth,

the actual Balcones Fault. Geodes
sparkle in the rock among fossils
from distant eras: bivalves, gastropod
snails, worm tubes, sea urchins
and foraminifera (small, single-
celled organisms that still occupy
our planet).

Two nearby spots and favorites
with the Casteel family, Natural
Bridge Caverns and Natural Bridge
Wildlife Ranch, belong to longtime
locals. Self-driving tours through
the 400-acre wildlife ranch include
bags of feed, guaranteeing up-close
encounters with native and exotic
residents such as gemsbok antelope,
elk, wildebeest and zebra.

"Beware the ostrich," Casteel
warns. "If he comes up for some feed,
just give him the bag."

An annual tradition for tae

"They're great pest control. Without
them, being outside would not be as
pleasant," Casteel points out.

Bat Conservation International
now owns the cave and 660-
plus acres of land surrounding it,
offering tours to watch the nightly
emergence. Bats fly out of the

sinkhole in ever-increasing numbers,
eventually forming a swirling
tornado of blurred gray forms. The
vortex splits into streams stretching
like plumes of smoke into the
darkening sky.

"The tour is very impressive,"
Casteel says. "They do a great job of
educating the community about the
significance of the bats." In addition
to their role as natural pest control,
bats play vital roles in agriculture,
plant pollination and seed spreading,
but they face serious threats,
including loss of caves that don't
enjoy protection like this one.

New Braunfels residents enjoy
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Above: Cave formaticns daz?!e visitors at Natural Bridge Cavet.s. The old post ofice now houses
McAdoo's Seafood Co-npany serving Creole and Cajun specialt.?s. Opposite: The 1887 Faust Street
Bridge, closed to cars, offers up-close views of the Guadalupe Fiver and serves as a city pa.k.

these far-flung adven:ures, but
also love their historic downtown.
A walking tour smartphone app
delivers location-specific information
about historic landmarks such as
the oldest German bakery :n Texas,
homes from the 1800s and an 1890
railroad depot, as well as a series of

contemporary murals tat celebrate
the lives and cukure cf the area's
first settlers.

One of those buildings, the
circa-1915 post office, now houses
McAdoo's Seafood Company. Its

beautiful renovation preserves high

ceilings, wod and marble. Casteel

admits to Lsing the promise of lunch
here tc lure his boys tc Mass at
the Catholic church less than two
blocks away. The ment of Texas
Creole favorites and authentic Zajun

specialties - etouffee, gumbo,
shrimp and cheese grits, Cajun
enchiladas and fresh fish - makes
for a powerful bri e, as does the New
Orleans-style courtyard.

Mayors land even dads) need a break
now and 'en, and Casteel likes to go
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MORE INFO:

(830) 221-4000
wwwnbtexas.org

wwwcanyon-loke.net

(210) 651-6101
wwwnaturalbridgecaverns.corr

(512) 327-9721
wwwbctcon.org

(830) 629-3474
wwwmccdoos.com

(830) 629-2223
www.nbfcrmersmarket.com

to Phoenix Saloon for his. This casual
chili parlor in the 1871 Gebhardt Chili
Powder building downtown was
reportedly the first bar in Texas :o

serve women. Today, everyone enjoys
live music a wide selection of beers
on tap and chili made with hunks of
sirloin and, of course, no beans. Casteel
calls this the best chili there is, but
warns tha: it carries a kick.

At the nearby New Braunfels
Farmer's Market, held on Saturcays
year-round, Casteel says you can get
just about anything you want. More
than 60 local farmers, ranchers
restaurants and artists pack the
covered stalls with baked goods,
meat, produce, cheese and more -

plus there's live music.
This town's first residents arrived

with Prince Carl of Solms-Braunfels,
Germany, ia 1845. Downtown's
streets retain the original layout,
and a distinctly European main plaza
continues t serve as the center of
celebrations. It sports a fountain cast
in 1896 by .L. Mott Iron Works of New
York, with a curb added to keep fclks
from waterIng their horses in it. In
the 1990s, Casteel reports, a driver lost
control of his car and crashed intc the
fountain. Robinson Iron of Alexander
City, Alabana, restored the landmark,
and the community celebrated with

l C'

40,

custom jewelry and repair

a big 'Welcome Home" party in
November 2004. Drought forced city
officials -o turn off the water in 2012,
but :hEy happily turned it back on in
JunE 2015. The local Parks Foundation
receives coins tossed into the water.

Cur last stop is the 1887 Faust
Street -ridge over the Guadalupe near
where the Camino Real once -rossed,
the only multiple-span Whipple
trus_ bridge still surviving at its
original site in Texas. We walk on
large.::ugh-hewn timbers beneath
impressive iron Whipple trusses,
whe:e a row of benches offers spots
to rest end soak up beautiful views of
the rive: flowing below. The bridge
closely to traffic in 1978, and tne city
took ownership in 1998, the mayor
explains, over the objections of some
who :hmught it would prove a liability.
Now a city park, it can be rented for
everns or just enjoyed as a pleasant
place to walk or ride bicycles, which
the may: has done with his boys.

"A gemutiful part of being a
resider. -cf New Braunfels is lot only
enjoying :t all, but seeing all the
other people who come to enjoy it,
too," Casteel says as he heads back to
his c'ay job.

If yo- needed an invitation to
visit n:w you have one from the
mayc:. '
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Anxie-y and uncertainty gripped Texans in 1942. Thousands of families waved tearful goodbyes to fathers, brothers, husbands
and sons who were among the three-quarters of a million Texans who served in World War II. On the home front, rationing
was a way of life, with stamp books required to purchase meat, sugar, coffee, shoes, auto parts and gasoline. Hard times.

In Aus:in, executives of the Game, Fish anc Oyster Commission decded to publish a monthly magazine and sell it by subscription:
50 cents a year for Texas residents and $1 for Jut of state. The first issue of Texas Game and Fish magazine hit the mailboxes of 6,422
subscribers in December 1942. A color photo of a hunting dog graced the cover; black-and-white photos illustrated the articles inside.

Executive Secretary William J. Tucker's editorial in the premier issue expressed optimism and set goals for upcoming issues.
"One of the aims of Texas Game and Fish during the war period shall be to inspire in all of us the traditional love of Texans

for hunting, fishing and nature," Tucker wrote. "After the harshness, brutalities and sacrifices of the present conflict the Texas
man and womanhood that has succeeded in winning the war should return to a pleasanter place in which to live, with the
invigorating influence of the cut-of-doors doing its full share to cleanse their spirits and temper their character."

Seventy-five years later that magazine, now Texas Parks & Wildlife, continues to offer readers ways to enjoy "the invigorating
influence of the out-of-doors." Hiking, birding, mountain biking and profiles of Texas state parks join hunting and fishing
articles cn these pages in modern times.
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THE EARLY YEARS
With Word War II cri th minds of all Americans,

Texas Game and r:sh magazine did its part by urging

readers to buy war bcnds. Every issue carried a full-

page ad for war tons. A May 1943 article reminded

Texans that: "Fining is more :han a sport. It's a source

of wartime food. N ration points are necessary to catch
a mess of fish, only an artificial lure license if you fish
with artificial bait."

An article headlined "Fliers Train in Anglers Paradise"

in the April 1943 issue visible some military men in

training on Matagcrda [slarud: "Many people are disturbed

arout what mer in service no in their off-hours. You

read articles here and there about their night clubs,

tmeir honky :onkirg, their franking. I recently had the

prc'iilege of spending; a few days ... on an island off the

Gulf Coast. There were no ,iightspots there. They seldom

have spare tame urncer the :~tensive training program,
but they put in ever j sare minute they can in hunting

and fishing."
Texas Game ard Fish cccasio.ally stepped beyond the

usual fare of hunting and fishing while still focusing on

"-he invigorating influence of the out-of-doors." A 1943
article titled "Big Bend Park Soon a Reality" reported that
the dream many Texans had about the Big Bend country

along the Rio Grande becoming a national park was

approaching realizatir. A-ticles about nongame wildlife

featured bats, owls, -he Mississippi kite and rare birds of

the Rio Grande Valley.

.'



"Camping Notes" in June 1953 lamented declining

opportunities: "The art of camping - and the attending

pleasures - have all but been lost in this day of the

automobile and expanding highways, which have made

the wilds so easily accessible."

The April 1957 issue's "Wildflower Time in Texas"

advised: "Texas wildflowers can supply the fisherman
with the needed enticement tc get his family outdoors

with him in the spring. While Dad and the boys fish,

Mom and the girls can enjoy nature's exquisite blossoms."

Times have changed.

NAME CHANGE
"This month will mark the enl of the Texas Game and

Fish Commission, but in name only," wrote Howard Dodgen,

executive secretary, in the August 1963 issue. "The nine-
member commission now serving will give way to a three-

member board whose responsibilities will broaden to include
administration of both state parks and wildlife affairs."

Joan Pearsall went to work for Texas Game and Fish

magazine in 1958. All Austin employees of the Texas
Game and Fish Commission were housed in the Walton
Building at that time.

"Mr. Dodgen called us all into his office one day - we
all fit in there - and told us he had just had lunch with
his friend, Governor Connally, who told him we would be
merging with the State Parks Board, which was having
financial difficulties," she recalls. "And we were all going to

have offices in the Reagan
Building. Everyone seemed

very happy about it."

A message from Gov.

John Connally appeared in

the September 1963 issue:

"Texas has begun a new
approach to its program

for the conservation and

development of our wildlife

and recreational resources.
It is a total approach, based

upon the conviction that
the wise use of our lands,

waters, forests, wildlife and
other treasures of nature is
vital to our future."

TEXAS
PARKS & WILDLIFE
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Texas Parks & Wildlife magazine debuted in April 1965.
Executive Director J. Weldon Watson explained what the
new title would mean for readers. "The name coincides
with the concepts of a broader rEadership approach
toward fresh objectives in this vital field. It will certainly
cater to the pyramiding numbers strictly interested in
the outdoors - in our parks, in nature, in hiking, ir. tha
vaunted Texas wide open spaces."

The magazine delivered another change to readers
in October 1965: color photos on :he inside pages. For
the first time, readers could see the colors of the birds

The newly renamed Texas Parks Cy Wildlife

magazine debuted in April 1965. "Camping Notes"

in 1953 commented on cars and cam-
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and animals pictured in the magazine, the colors of

wildflowers carpeting the state parks.

Over the decades, as technology in photography and
printing advanced, stunning outdoor images became

a hallmark of Texas Parks & Wildlife magazine. This no
doubt inspired many people to venture into the outdoors.

State parks were now prominent in the editorial mix.

More changes were on the horizon.

A BALANCING ACT
Texas itself was undergoing major changes in the

20th century, as David Baxter, magazine editor from

1977 to 1998, explains.
"With the changing demographics of Texas, and a shift

from a rural to an urban state, we worked to instill in

our readers a love and understanding of the outdoors

they probably did not have growing up in modern Texas

compared to their more rural forebears of the 1940s,"

Baxter says. "We did this by stretching our editorial

scope to include the modern hikers, bikers and park

visitors. Nor did we neglect, in my opinion as a hunter,

our traditional audience of hunters and anglers.

"The TP&W magazine of the 1980s and 1990s had
more of a balancing act to perform than its Game and

Fish predecessor: In order to 'cleanse their spirits and

temper their character' our editorial product had to offer

something of the outdoors to every Texan. There is room

in the Texas outdoors for every caring person."

byJohn

(oppos
and on

Congratulations to Texas Parksnud tikdlije magazine onoits 50th anniver-

sary. For the last half century, this publication has served as the premier

chronicle of the beauty of our state's vast natural and recreational resources.

All of us whohave had the pleasureoftturning the pages of this magazine are

reminded tiat Texas is indeed blessed with many natural gifts.

The essay in this issue by John Graves speaks eloquently about Texas -

natural wonders and our obligation to preserve those resources. By bem,

good stewards of our natural resources, we will leave a priceless legacy a

future generations of Texans who, like us, also will enjoy themselves .us

replenish their spirits in the great outdoors.

- I encourage everyone to turn the pages and enjoy the excellent photogra-

phy as well as the line prose of one of America's finest writers.

We should all be thankful that this magazine will continue to remind us
of our roots and connections to our natural heritage. So please join me now

im wishing happy 50th hirthdaytoone ofthe finestpublicationsin theland.

Baxter regularly received complaints from hunters
about not enough hunting articles and from nonhunters
about too many hunting articles. He responded to
each complaint with a similar message: "Over a year's
worth of issues, we cover most all aspects of the Texas
outdoors - hunting during the traditional fall and
winter months; state parks, hiking and camping when
seasonally appropriate."

Work by freelance writers and photographers began
appearing in the magazine's pages during the 1980s.

"Opening the pages to freelance writers and
photographers broadened the scope of talent we could
bring our subscribers," Baxter says. "And realistically, it
was impossible for a small staff of writers/editors and
photographers to adequately cover the state."

To pay the expenses of adding freelance talent, the
magazine initiated mail offers to expand circulation,
expanded single-copy newsstand sales and increased
advertising outside of the small, classified-type ads that
ran in the back of the book.

Gov. Ann Richards shared her thoughts on the
magazine's 50th anniversary in 1992.

"For the last half-century, this publication has served
as the premier chronicle of the beauty of our state's vast
natural and recreational resources," she wrote. "All of us
who have had the pleasure of turning the pages of this
magazine are reminded that Texas is indeed blessed with
many natural gifts."

n Graves and a letter from Gov. Ann Richards. Today's magazine

ite page) keeps current with wide-ranging topics, modern design

app for tablets and phones.

T E A S
PA RKS WILDLIFE
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A NEW CENTURY
The 21st century unfolded at Texas ?arks & Wildlife

magazine with a special issue titled 'The State of Water."

For an entire decade - 2002 to 2011 - the magazine
focused the July issue each year on Texas' various water

resources and their future, which Executive Director

Carter Smith calls "the defining natural resource issue in

this state." Five companion videos accompanied the series,

which culminated in a "town hall" cn the stste of water at

the Bob Bullock Texas State History Museum in Austin.

In 2015. the magazine introduces a new delivery

system for readers - an app that can be downloaded to

a smartphione or tablet for convenient readi-g anywhere
and anytime.

Carter Smith was a fan of Texas Fa"'s & Wildlife long
before he took the reins as executive director of TPWD
in 2008. He now writes the At Issue column each month.

"My grandmother gave me my first subscription when

I was 8 or 9 years old, and I don't thirnk I have missed

an issue since," he says. "So, the magazine has been as
much a part of my life as just about anything else in it. I

wouldn't have it any other way."
Smith explains how the magazine has cor.tinued to

honor the original goal of introducing readers to the

invigorating influence of the out-of-dcors to cleanse their

spirits and temper their character.
"The mission of the magazine is as relevan- today, if not

more so, as it was when it was launched in 1942," he says.

"Perhaps more than ever, we need to redouble our efforts

to share the rich diversity of the lands and waters of our

home ground and to herald our proud outdoor heritage and

sporting traditions. For generations, we have brought the

best of Texas' outdoors to readers indoors, so that outdoor

enthusiasts young and old, rural and urban could cherish

in these pages much of what we know to be so special,

unique and varied about the place we call home."
Looking toward the future, Smith sees a magazine that

will cor.tinue to be relevant as it fulfills its original mission.
"As we look to the next 75 years, we will undoubtedly

seek to update the look and feel of the magazine, to
contemoorizE it and make it more accessible, both
visually and digitally, in ways that we likely can't
even irragine," he says. "And, as our state continues to
grow aid diversify, we will do all we can to make it as
appealing and engaging to as many readers as possible.

"Ultimately, at the end of the day, the core hallmarks of
this magazine will always be there for the reader to enjoy
- the robust and entertaining storytelling, the profound
sense o place, the jaw-dropping imagery and the focus on
cur wild things and wild places. Our magazine helps capture
and tell -he life, history and stories of our great state like no
other. REst assured, we aim to keep it that way." *

Mary-Love Bigony is a former managing editor of Texas Parks &
Wildlife. She retired in 2004 after 27years with the magazine, having
written 154 stories and edited countless articles.
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Water/Wetlands
Robert Rommel

Sick Dog Ranch
Mitchell & Dianne Dale,
Michael Dale
Jim Wells County
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High in the Davis
Mountains in West
Texas, the majestic
ponderosa pine is
losing its toehold
in this part of the
Lone Star State.

Extreme drought, severe cold snaps, massive wildfires

2nd incessant infections by the western pine bark beetle

have taken a heavy toll.

Up to 75 percent of the ponderosas in the Nature

Conservancy's Davis Mountains Preserve have been lost

over the past decade, estimates Jim Houser, a regional

forest health coordinator with the Texas A&M Forest

Service, and he predicts the losses will continue if

nothing is done.
The Nature Conservancy, which manages the 33,000-

2cre preserve, has invited the Texas A&M Forest Service

to help manage the forest and stymie the ecological

losses, first by thinning out smaller trees that compete

for water and accelerate wildfires up into the crowns of

the mature pines, and later by planting seedlings where

stressed ponderosa pines have stopped pollinating.

"During the fires of 2011 and 2012, we saw firsthand

that our best defense against catastrophic wildfire

is to fight these fires before they start, through good

stewardship," says Laura Huffman, Texas state director

for the Nature Conservancy. "The areas of our preserve

where we'd utilized prescribed burning and tree

thinning fared far better than areas where these forest

management techniques had not yet been applied."

Chancellor John Sharp of the Texas A&M University

System praised the forest service's efforts to restore the

ponderosa forest.
"With the proper care, we can save the ponderosas for

future generations to enjoy in far West Texas," he says.

Ponderosa pines are found throughout the western

United States but grow in only a few spots in Texas,
including the Davis Mountains, the Guadalupe Mountains

and Big Bend's Chisos Mountains.

IT
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The tree thinning was tackled successfully
_n the Davis Mcun-ains, but -he planning of
seedlings presented a probleni. The question was

ow to ojtair indigenous seedlings when many
=ine trees at the preserve werent producing
cones. Houser and :wo forest service colleagues
- Bill Oa:ES, the agency associate director, and
_m Rooni, head cf Central Texas operations -
were discussing that prcblem on the courthouse
awn in Firt Davis when onE of them looked up.

"It was izind of a [Sir lsaa:] Newtor's apple
moment,' Hcuser recalls.

The poncerosa p:ne they were standing under
ad cones. ?ine trees >n the courthouse square,

_a front of lurches and in hie yard a county
commissioner are all descendants frcm the
>rests of the Davis Mountains. Decades ago,

Fort Davis residents either planted seedlings
cr transplanted small trees from the mountain
canyons, irrigating the pines through droughts
and nursing :hem:-o full growth.

A ponderosa that towers more than 80
feet over Beth Francell's yard in For: Davis
came fromr a seedling her uncle transplanted
a the 19fls from near where the McDonald

Observatory stands today.

"I was tickled _o death to be part of the
collecting cf cones," says Francell, who would
send photographs of the cnes to Houser to
determine The right time to harvest.

The town's pine trees became the maternity
ward for another generation of ponderosas.

Operation Ponderosa, as it was dubbed,
had begun.

When the cones were ready, the Texas A&M
Forest Service contracrec for a private arborist
and a truck with a lift to pluck pine cones
from the top of tae town's trees. About 20
bushels of cones - abou: two pickup loads -
were harvested and shipped to a Louisiana seed
company that dried the cones and collected the
tiny seeds within.

Those two pickup loads of cones produced a
handful of seeds, literacy - about a third of a
pound. The seeds were preserved in a freezer
at a forest service greenhouse in Idalou, outside
of Lubbock, until it was nime to plant them in
the greenhouse. The following spring, forest
service workers sproutec 2,300 seedlings from
that one-third pound of seeds.

By the fall of 2015, with forest thinning well
underway, _t was time for Houser and a team

Above: Descendants of

original Davis Mountains

pines, several ponderosa

pine trees in the town of Fort

Davis provided the seeds

used for the reforestation of

the stressed pine forest at the

Davis Mountains Preserve.

Opposite: Seasonal rains and

runoff give respite to a delicate

Davis Mountains forest

ecosystem as it struggles to

recover from drought, fire and

beetle infestatiors.
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Abave: Pine cones in Fort Davis gave foreste-s an idea about -w to restore the pine fo-est in the Cavis Mountains.

Below: Mickey Merritt, a forester fcr the Texas A&M Forest Serv ce, checks the health of a young ponderosa pine at Ihe Davis Mountains Preserve.

Opposite: Flab mark young p ne seEdlings, and black weed mas g ve the trees an edgE in the r struggle to take hold in a rugged environmert
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of forest service volunteers to return to the
Davis Mountains Preserve.

The Davis Mountains are considered a "sky
island" ecosystem - one of three in far West
Texas - where the isolated mountains are
surrounded by a "sea" of desert. The altitude
provides a cooler and wetter climate than the
rest of the region, and the mountains provide
habitat tc mountain lions and bears as well as
a number of species - plants and animals -
that are not found elsewhere Li Texas.

"It's a very restricted habitat," Houser
explains.

The forest service is trying to discover
- and then duplicate - the best planting
methods to increase the odds of the seedlings
surviving. Some are planted in triangular
test plots with 10 seedlings each. Weed mats
cover some; herbicide is applied to others. Most
seedlings are just planted wild.

There are two planting seasons in the
experiment: November and again during the
monsoon season in late summer.

The Texas A&M Forest Service and the
Nature Conservancy are focusing their
replanting efforts on 350 acres of the
33,000-acre preserve.

In November 2015, as Houser led a group of
forest service volunteers past the stark, bare
trunks of dying or dead ponderosa trunks, he
warned, 'They can come down in 10 seconds or
another four years." Ten minutes later, Housar's
warning was affirmed when the group's return
back down a mountain trail was blocked by a
giant ponderosa that had just fallen.

Despite their best efforts, forest service
workers know they are trying to defy the odds.
Some experts have warned that less than 20
percent of the seedlings may survive. On a
return trip a few weeks later, Houser found
about 10 percent of the seedlings plucked from
the ground by gophers.

"It's like Caddyshack," Houser says.
Meanwhile, Francell back in Fort Davis has

discovered a rotting hole in the top of the
massive ponderosa towering over her yard.
Fortunately, the forest service had given Fort
Davis residents seedlings as a thank-you for
participating in Operation Ponderosa. Francell
has three. She hopes at least one will prove as
hardy as the seedling her uncle brought down
from the Davis Mountains so long ago. *

Laylan Copelin is vice chancellor of marketing and
communications for the Texas A&M University System.
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h nI ART OF NATURE
Orville Rice's paintings of wild things helped define an era of TP&W magazine.

By David Baxter

I r
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Orville Rice's iconic

artwork graced covers

of Texas Game and Fish
for a decade (1945-1955)
and helped establish
this publication's wildlife
graphic arts reputation
and tradition.

Rice was in his mid-20s when he started
selling art to the magazine in the post-
war years for about $25 a piece. Even as a
young man he was already well on his way
to becoming a skilled wildlife artist and
naturalist. Texas Game and Fish was but one of
the stops along the trajectory of his life.

Born in the coastal prairie town of Yoakum
in 1919, Rice grew up in a rural setting where
wildlife, especially birds, could be observed on
the short walk to a pond behind his family's
farmhouse. He was not a rock-chunking kind
of kid, oblivious to his natural surroundings, as
shown in this excerpt from his 1934 journal at
about age 15:
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"On a walk around Preutz's Lake, I came to

a willow tree that had fallen into the water,'

Rice writes. "Roots were sprouting out along

the underside of the trunk and branches,

making a well-hidden little puddle in the
center. It was when I was passing by this

particular spot that something inside me

seemed tc say, 'Look around - at the roots.'

Maybe it was instinct, or perhaps out of the

corner of my eye I saw some motion there....

Presently I saw a short fat bird with a striped

belly and short tail. The bill was small and the

nostrils were connected by a hole through the

bill. ... It certainly was a queer looking little

bird. It was a sora, or sora rail. Two days it was

there, sneaking about in the shallow water, and
then it just disappeared. I suppcse that it waE

travelling and just stopped for a short rest."
That same year, Rice entered a contest

sponsored by the Cuero Turkey Trot and the

Cuero Business and Professional Women's
Club. His entry, "Birds That May Be Seen
Around Yoakum," was a compendium of 50
watercolors illustrating the local birds and won
First Premium prize. It and thousands of other

such memories are still part of his family's
collections, treasured even more since the
artist's passing in 1986.

Dinah Chancellor, one of Rice's two daughters,
has the blue-ribbon Turkey Trot entry.

"Daddy was a curious child," Chancellor
recalls. "He did more than just sLperficially
identify birds; he wanted to know how they

survived and how things fit together in the
natural world."

His other daughter, Kathy Parsons, echoes
that sentiment.

"Dad was always wandering offinto the
woods as a little boy and collecting birds," she
says. "That continued as an adult. When Dinah
and I were ;rowing up [in Topeka, Kansas] he
used to drive our mother crazy with the dead
birds and other specimens that he kept in an
extra freezer. His friends also would send him
carcasses to draw from."

Opposite: Growing up, artist Orville R ce kept journals

where he sketched wildlife and made notes on

animal behavior.

Right: One of Rice's early successes vas his 1934

watercolor series "Birds That May Be Seen Around

Yoakum," which won a contest in Cuero.

SEE MORE of Rice's artwork and journal entries

on the Texas arks & Wildlife magazine app:

http.//onelink.to/tpwmagazineapp

His daughters say Rice went to great effort to

get the details correct.

"I recall him climbing up a tree to get a better

look at a nest that contained two cardinal eggs
and two of a cowhird," Parsons recalls. "He

shinnied up the tree regularly to see how the
birds were doing. Much of this detail is reflected
in his paintings. They are artistically appealing
but also true to the natural world."

As a youngster before he had a camera,
Rice made pencil sketches in the field of those
details that he later used to finish his painting,

she says.
Rice left Yoakum for the University of Texas

in Austin, where ue studied architecture rather

than art. His practical parents encouraged this,
as they felt he cold make a better living as an
architect than as an artist.

While at the ur.iversity, Rice fell ill with a
lung ailment first thought to be tuberculosis
but later diagnosed as histoplasmosis, which
develops from a fungal spore found in the
droppings of birds and bats. One of his
professors found a sanatorium for him in the
Davis Mountains of far West Texas, where Rice
spent a year recuperating.

For a naturalist, albeit an ill one, the Davis
Mountains are a good place to recover. Instead
of giving in to the isolation and depression
accompanying a severe infection, as others
might, Rice turned his mind to learning all he
could about the natural surroundings.

"I can never remember him being anything
but optimistic, mentally active and curious,"
says Parsons. "When my sister or I attempted
to mope or feel sorry for ourselves, he would
say 'Pobrecita!' and wind up with us laughing
about it."

Despite his parents' practical advice, there
were few architecture jobs for young Orville
when he graduated from UT and married Zora
Wilkerson in 1943. Moving to Wichita, Kansas,
he took a job at the Boeing Aircraft Company
as a draftsman. His employers soon discovered
his talents and used his art to illustrate flight
manuals and emplcyee newsletters, complete
with cartoons of folks working on planes.

Rice finally put his architecture degree to use,
working some 33 years in Topeka, designing
structures all over Kansas, including Topeka's
First Baptist Church, where he taught adult
Sunday School. Throughout his life, Rice painted
images of wildlife, providing illustrations for
books and for magazines such as this one. He
retired from architecture in 1981 to devote
more time to birding, photography and painting.
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that sometimes went unnoticed by subscribers

to Texas Game and Fish. Take a close look at the

big-horned owl painting in a spooky Halloween

setting that he did for the November 1947 issue

(image at left). Can you find the witch riding a

broomstick? No subscribers at the time did, and

it took some searching on my part after Dinah

Chancellor told me about it.

In addition to painting, Rice read and
appreciated the whimsy of James Thurber and

Dr. Seuss. Here's a sampling of his own verse:

Ode to the Ota
I don't think I've ever seen an ota -

Not even a glimpse as big as a tiny iota,
But if I wanted to take a colorful photo

Of a fancy ota propelled by a motor,
Perhaps I'd aim at an antique DeSota

Or toy a little with a little Toyota!
- 0. Rice, Jan.1984

-v

That humor would go a long way in helping

his family cope with the artist's penchant for
filling the freezer with feathers or accumulating
cages of injured or orphaned birds. Rice served
as the president of the Topeka Audubon Society
for many years, and its members often would
bring him injured birds, which he kept in cages
in the living room, splinting broken legs with
Popsicle sticks.

"One year our cat killed a Bewick's wren,"
Parsons remembers. "We took over the
entire garage, and Dad and I fed her babies
mealworms on the floor until they were old

enough to feed themselves. Then we got down
on our hands and knees out in the yard to
teach them how to catch their own bugs."

Both Chancellor and Parsons have memories
of going into their dad's studio, which was in
his bedroom, watching him paint, sometimes
discussing things with him, but often just
quietly watching their father work.

"Daddy was a teacher of the first order,"
Chancellor says. "He wanted to share his love

WILDLIFE

Rice went on to illustrate

numerous books and issues

of Cornell University's

ornithology journal, win

first place in the Kansas

Wildlife Art competition

and have paintings

exhibited in National

Audubon Society shows.

Rice often incorporated

his own image in paintings

and exhibited a playful side

of the natural world with

his daughters and anyone

who showed an interest.

My husband, Ray, learned

how to do watercolors by
watching Dad."

Rice took his daughters

and others on bird counts,

teaching them how to
look at flight patterns,

bill shape and other field
characteristics. He may

not have had students in a formal classroom,

but he was eager to share with everyone,

giving countless presentations to schools or

civic groups on wildlife or architecture.

Orville Rzce died in 1986 at the age of 66, but
his legacy endures. John Jefferson, a longtime

popular contributor to this magazine, is a big

Rice fan.

"My grandmother gave me a subscription to
the magazine [Texas Game and Fish] when I was

about 7," he says. "I received the first issue, and

many more thereafter. I think she was afraid

that I was growing up fatherless without a man

in the house to teach me about the ways of the

woods and waters, so she sent me a subscription

for years."

Jefferson who led TPWD communications

from 1975 to 1978, watched the transformation

of the magazine and Rice's work.
"I would stare at Orville Rice's covers, and

dream of t.e fishing and hunting scenes his
paintings depicted," Jefferson says. "There

was a big war going on, and gas and tires

were rationed. My mother didn't take any

unnecessary trips, and going to the woods

wasn't a priority until the war and rationing

ended. The magazines with Rice's covers were

about all I had, besides the woods behind
our house"

Jefferson was thrilled to be able to use Rice's

work recently on the cover of the Outdoor

Annual, TPWD's handbook of hunting and

fishing regulations.
"I dream those same childhood dreams each

year when we run one of Rice's paintings on

the cover of the Outdoor Annual," he says. "When

it was decided to use them, I felt like it was a

homecomaig, of sorts, for me."

Rice's bighorn sheep is on the cover of the

2016-17 Ostdoor Annual, as well as on the cover

of this issue. *

David Baxter was editor of Texas Parks & Wildlife
magazine from 1977to 1998.



How to Be Cut Off From Civilization
When it's you against nature, there's only one tool you need:
the stainless steel River Canyon Bowie Knife-now ONLY $49!

You are a man of the wilderness. The only plan you have is to walk up
that mountain until you feel like stopping. You tell your friends that

it's nothing personal, but this weekend belongs to you.

You've come prepared with your River Canyon Bowie Knife sheathed at
your side. This hand-forged, unique knife comes shaving sharp with a
perfectly fitted hand-tooled sheath. The broad stainless steel blade shines
in harmony with the stunning striped horn, wood and bone
handle. When you feel the heft of the knife in your hand, you know that
you're ready for whatever nature throws at you.

This knife boasts a full tang blade, meaning

the blade doesn't stop at the handle, it runs
the full length of the knife. According to

Gear Patrol, a full tang blade is key, saying "A

full tang lends structural strength to the knife,
allowing for better leverage ... think one long

steel beam versus two."
With our limited edition River Canyon
Bowie Knife you're getting the best in 21st-
century construction with a classic look
inspired by legendary American pioneers.
What you won't get is the trumped up price
tag. We know a thing or two about the
hunt- like how to seek out and capture an BONUS! Call today and y
outstanding, collector's-quality knife that also receive this
won't cut into your bank account. leather sheath!

This quintessential American knife can be yours to use out in
the field or to display as the art piece it truly is. But don't wait.
A knife of this caliber typically cost hundreds. Priced at an
amazing $49, we can't guarantee this knife will stick around for
long. So call today!

Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. Feel the knife in your
hands, wear it on your hip, inspect the craftsmanship. If you
don't feel like we cut you a fair deal, send it back within 60 days
for a complete refund of the sale price. But we believe that once

you wrap your fingers around the River Canyon's handle, you'll
be ready to carve your own niche into the wild frontier.

What customers are saying
about Stauer knives...

"First off the shipping was fast
and the quality is beyond what
I paid for the knife. Overall I
am a satisfied customer!"

- D., Houston, Texas

River Canyon Bowie Knife $ c ,

Offer Code Price Only $49 + S&P Save $30

1-800-333-2045
INSIDER

" I -de - Cd- - OFFER CODE

St u ® 14101 Southcross Drive W., Dept. RCK217-01
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 www.stauer.com

*Discount is only for customers who use the offer code versus the listed original Stauzr.com price.

" Full tang 4 %" stainless steel blade, 9" overall length " Genuine horn, wood and bone handle " Polished brass guard and spacers " Includes leather sheath

Smart Luxuries-Surprising Prices

ou'll
ine

Not shown
actual size.

Rating of A+
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Dale Storch
325-642-7596

1400 FM 218
Zephyr, Texas 76890

www.sdwhitetails.com

Deer Turkey Dove

Hunting 7500 acres high fence in
Brown, Mills & Comanche counties

TEXAS ACCOMMODATIONS

RIO FRIO LODGING
& NATURE CENTER

Retreat to
the Hills for
a Week or

Weekend of
Relaxation &
Adventure

Bird, Hike, Mountain Bike Trails,
Storytelling & Nature Tours

www.hilicountryadventures.com
830-966-2320 www.friolodging.com

LEARN HOW TO LIVE SAFELY AND
COMFORTABLY IN THE OUTDOORS!

Weekend classes, faith based curriculum, highly-
trained instructors, safe learning environment.
Singles, couples, families, groups! Texas State
Park Challenge. CALL (214)381-2800

texasbaptistmen.org/ministries/outdoor/events/spc/

* PALO ALTO CREEK FARM. Landmark historic
German-Texas farmstead on the creek. Ancient
oaks, abundant wildlife, Hill Country tranquility.
Beautifully renovated log cabin, barn, farmhouse,
all with private spa therapy rooms.
www.paloaltocreekfarm.com (800) 997-0089

* SETTLER'S CROSSING BED AND BREAKFAST.
Private historic log cabins and cottages spread
over 35 park-like acres, just minutes from town.
www.settlerscrossing.com (800) 874-1020

* HISTORIC KUEBLER WALDRIP HAUS BED
AND BREAKFAST. Come relax on 43 acres
near New Braunfels, Gruene, rivers, and music.

Hot breakfast, 10 rooms (4 Jacuzzis) in cottage,
German home and schoolhouse.
www.kueblerwaldrip.com (830) 625-8300

* MEYER B1B. On Cypress Creek, Hill Ccuntry,
mid-1800s stage stop, Texas landmark, Pool, hot
tub, fireplaces, golf.
www.meyerbedandbreakfast.com (888) 995-6100

~irrA r4

Specializing in

shallow water flats
fishing for redfish,

trout a flounder.

Full Day/
Half Day
Baffin trips
Kayak Rentals
Kayaks Shuttle
Drop off / pick up
Nature Boat Trips for
Photography and Private
Whooping Crane Tours

rockportredr unner@y oo.com
www.rock portredru ner.com
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Urgent: Special Driving Notice

To some, sunglasses are a fashion accessory.

But When Driving,
These Sunglasses
May Save Your Life!
Drivers' Alert: Driving in fall and winter can expose
you to the most dangerous glare... do you know how
to protect yourself?

n the fall and winter, the sun is lower in
the sky so it rises and sets at peak travel

periods. During the early morning and
afternoon rush hours many drivers find
themselves temporarily blinded while
driving directly into the glare of the sun.
Deadly accidents are regularly caused by
such blinding glare with danger arising
from reflected light off another vehicle
or snowy and icy pavement. Yet, motorists
struggle on despite being blinded by the
sun's glare that can cause countless
accidents every year.

Not all sunglasses are created equal.
Protecting your eyes is serious business.
With all the fancy fashion frames out there
it can be easy to overlook what really mat-
ters-the ler ses. So we did our research and
looked to the very best in optic inrovation
and technology.

Sometimes it does take a rocket scientist.
A NASA rocket scientist. Some ordinary
sunglasses can obscure your vision by expos-
ing your eyes to harmful UV rays, Alue light,
and reflective glare. They can also darken
useful vision-enhancing light. But now, inde-
pendent research conducted by scientists
from NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory has
brought forth ground-breaking tecl-nology to
help protect human eyesight from the harm-

Eagle Eyes®
Lens A

Slip on a pair of Eagle Eyes and eerything
instantly appears more vivid and sharp. You'll
immediately notice that your eyes are more
comfortable and relaxed and you'll feel no
need to squint. These scientifically designed
sunglasses are not just fashion accessories for
the summe-; they are necessary to protect
your eyes from those harmful rays produced
by the sun in the winter.

ful effects of sola
radiation light. Th
superior lens tech
covered when NA

Studies by the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration

(NHTSA) show that most (74%)
of the crashes occurred

on clear, sunny days

r
his

nology was first dis- Navigator"

kSA scientists looked Black Stainless
to nature for a means to superior eye protec-
tion -specifically, by studying the eyes of
eagles, known for their extreme visual acuity.
This discovery resulted in what is now
known as Eagle Eyes®.

The Only Sunglass Technology Certified
by the Space Foundation for UV and
Blue-Light Eye Protection. Eagle Eyes®
features the most advanced eye protection
technology ever created. The TriLenium®
Lens Technology offers triple-filter polariza-
tion to block 99.9% UVA and UVB--plus
the added benefit of blue-light eye pro-
tection. Eagle Eyes® is the only optic o
technology that has earned official
recognition from the Space Certifi-
cation Program for this remarkable
technology. Now, that's proven *'o
science-based protection.

The finest optics: And buy one, get one
FREE! Eagle Eyes® has the highest customer
satisfaction of any item in our 20 year
history. We are so excited for you to try the
Eagle Eyes® breakthrough technology that
we will give you a second pair of Eagle
Eyes Navigator"' Sunglasses FREE-a
S99 value!

That's two pairs to protect your eyes with
the best technology available for less than
the price of one pair of traditional sunglasses.
You get a pair of Navigators with stainless
steel black frames and the other with stainless
steel gold, plus one hard zipper case and one
micro-fiber drawstring cleaning pouch are
included. Keep one pair in your pocket and
one in your car.

Your satisfaction is ioo% guaranteed.
If you are not astounded with the Eagle
Eyes technology, enjoying clearer, sharper
and more glare-free vision, simply return one
pair within 60 days for a full refund of the
purchase price. The other pair is yours to
keep. No one else has such confidence in
their optic technology.Don't leave your eyes
in the hands of fashion designers, entrust
them to the best scientific minds on earth.
Wear your Eagle Eyes® Navigators with

Steel Sunglasses

Receive the NavigatorTM Gold
Sunglasses (a $99 value) FREE!
just for trying the Navigator M Black

NavigatorTM Gold Stainless
Steel Sunglasses

m A'
-,-

T'81 d Ceified EAGLE EYES® was developed
0 \ from original NASA Optic technology

/yand was recently inducted into the Space

d * 
4 Foundation Technology Hall of Fame.

Fit-ons available for
$39 +S&H
Black ormrto se-Shell design

absolte confidence, knowing your eyes are
proteetec with technology that was born in
space far the human race.

Eagle Eyes® NavigatorTM Sunglasses $99f
Offer Code Price $49 + S&P Save $50

PLUS receive the Navigator M Gold
absolutely FREE!-2 pairs for the
price of one!

1-800-333-2045
Your Insider Offer Code: EEN525-o4
You must Lse this insider offer code to
get our special price.

St auer @14101 Southcross Drive W.,

Dept. EEN525-04
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337

Bs owww.stauer.com
Rating of A+

f Special p i-E only for customers using the offer code
versus the price on Stauer.com without your offer code.
Sma:t L 'xuries-Surprising Prices'""
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Handcrafted plaque
displays dental

wear patterns to
determine age
of White-tailed

Deer

$89.95
+s&h

great gift!

1830)257-4538
Wildlife Enterprises

Kerrville, TX

- d e* - - I-
12" X 15" Laminated poster
details physical characteristics
for Yearling, Immature, Mature
and Post Mature Buck Deer

$8.95+&h
idealfor deer blinds!

(830)257-4538
Wildlife Enterprises,Kerrville, TX
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Own the "Gem of the Century"

4

40
lip

Incredibly rare find is now available to the public for ONLY $59!

F or centuries, the "Big Four"-diamonds, rubies, emeralds
and sapphires-ruled the gem world. When tanzanite

debuted in 1967, it was a sensation. Unlike those other stones,

which are mined all over the world. tanzanite can be found in

only one place on Earth: in the remote Merelani Hills in the

shadow of Mt. Kilimanjaro in Tanzania, Africa.

Gem of the century meets deal of the century. With its
remarkable rarity and unique gemstone qualities, it's no wonder

that experts have dubbed it, "the gemstone of the 20th century."

In recent years, top-quality tanzanite gems have fetched higher

prices at auction than rubies, emeralds or diamonds! But

because we auy direct and use our own designers, we are able

to offer you this rare beauty for ONLY $59!

What makes tanzanite so irresistible to jewelers and gem
experts? Part of its appeal is the beautiful violet blue color.

Tanzanite is also trichroic-which means that three different

colors are visible when the stone is viewed from different angles.

"This ring is unbelievable. I've owned some spectacular
high-dollar gemstones in my life and this ring will compete
with any of them!" -Katharine, Shreveport, LA

Henry Platt, past president Gnd chairman of Tiffany &
Company, called Tanzanite "The most important gemstone
discovery in over 2,000 years."

A gemstone found only one place on earth, means supply is
extremely limited. Get your hands on the Karatu Tanzanite Ring

before they're gone!

Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. Experience the rare
beauty of the Karatu Tanzanite Ring for two months. If you're

not completely awestruck, simply send it back within 60 days

for a complete refund of the sale price. We want you to feel like

you got the deal of the century!

With over 4,000 sold, we currently have less than

2,000 in stock!

Karatu Tanzanite Ring -$399*

Offer Code Price Only $59 + S&P Save $34 o!
You must use the insider offer code to get our special price.

1-800-333-2045
Your Offer Code: KTR246-o2
Please use this code when you order tc receive your discount.

a 14101 Southcross Drive W., Dept KTR246-02,
@7 Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 www.stauer.com

* Special price only for customers using the
BBBi r'NE- offer code versus the price on Stauer.com
Rating of A+ without your offer code.

11/5 carats of geniune tanzanite " Lab-created white DiamondAura accents " .925 sterling silver setting " Whole ring sizes 5-10

Smart Luxuries-Suirprising Prices"

_
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ONE OF THE FASTEST WAYS to ruin a good
wilderness experience is to get lost. GPS devices are
helpful, but -'s also fun and challenging to learn how
to navigate with a compass and map.

Orienteering was first developed in Sweden to train military officers in
over-land navigation. The Erst organized orienteering events in the United
States started in 1941, gaining traction with West Point cadets and Boy
Scouts. Today, orienteer:ng skills have evolved into an Olympic Class C sport
with local amateur clubs farming across the country.

THE BASICS
At the site of a -ace 'called an orienteering course or 0-course), white-and-

>range control flags are set out across the terrain. The orien:eer, equipped
>nly with a compass an- map to navigate, gets a control card with clues
:o the site locations. Racing through the course, the oriernteers traverse the
quickest route to tae next flag, where they punch their card, verifying their
visit. When they reach :le last lag and cross the finish line, the person with I
:he lowest overall time wins. The sport tests the participants route choice,

navigation over rcugh terrain, fitness and ingenuity.
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After 51 years of coyote calling experience,
photographer Wyman Meinzer says
directing a camera toward predators
has become far more exhilarating than
shooting them with a rifle. Using a hand-
crafted mouth call, Wyman coaxed this

coyote into close quarters on a cold
winter day in the Rolling Plains of Texas.
"These predators are extremely wary of
extraneous noises," Wyman says, "thus
I was able to get only one photo of this
beautiful female coyote in full winter
pelage before it bolted into the growing
gloom of a winter evening."
TOOLS: Canon EOS-1DX camera with
400mm f5.6L lens, f/5.6 at 1/640th of a
second, ISO 200.
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GREAT COVERAGE
For Every Mile of your Journey

When the road opens up and you've got nothing but adventure on your
mind, you'll have one less thing to worry about with us on your side.

%if

h -<

GEICO® for your RV
geico.com 1 877-434-2678 1 Local Office

Some discounts, coverages, payment plans and features are not available in all states or all Gil CO companies. GEI[0 is a registered service ma-k of Government
Employees Insurance Company, Washington, D.C. 20076: a Berkshire Hathaway Inc. subsidia y. GEICO Gecko image 1999-2016. 9 2016 GECO
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